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Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Sing Goddess, of the
wrath of Achilles, Peleus son. So begins the Iliad, the greatest war epic in western culture. Since the dawn of recorded history, the history of man has
been nearly synonymous with the history of war, a history that begins with Homer and continues today. Then as now, war remains the ultimate
arbiter of human a airs, an awful and ever-present reminder of humanity s failure to escape its wrathful roots. Seemingly inescapable, war is
supremely important because it is the great destroyer of states and populations and whole cultures. And so the question itself is crucial to the
survival of the state. What matters most in battle? There are many answers. Population, industrial capacity, economic power and the civil and
military institutions of the state all play their roles. But in the end, leadership may loom largest. War is perhaps the most complicated and
demanding of all human endeavors. Any junior leader who has attempted to move a small unit over rough terrain at night, avoiding enemy
outposts, deploy into a combat formation and assault a position knows intuitively that fog and friction are masters of the battlefield. Multiply those
problems a thousandfold and the challenges of battle command at higher levels begin to take shape. Throw in the emotional and psychic elements
inherent in command during war and its daunting demands now appear in high relief. Battle command, particularly of higher formations, is
extraordinarily complex, like brain surgery under fire. In all of history, only a relative few have mastered it. Others have been skilled practitioners,
though they may have lacked the spark of genius-what Napoleon called coup d oeil -that marks the great captains. Only the chosen...
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McGraw-Hill Education - Europe, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 5th. 206 x 137 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Respected for its thorough research, comprehensive coverage, and clear, readable style, America s...
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Allison & Busby, 2008. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. A new, unread, unused book in perfect condition with no missing or
damaged pages. Shipped from UK. Orders will be dispatched within 48 hours of receiving your...
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Alfred A. Knopf. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 0375400621 Never Read-12+ year old Hardcover book with dust jacket-may have
light shelf or handling wear-has a price sticker or price written inside front or back cover-publishers mark-Good...
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New Directions Publishing Corporation. PAPERBACK. Book Condition: New. 0811214761 12+ Year Old paperback book-Never Read-
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